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 New & Updated 3rd Edition Caffeine is an extremely addictive drug, will not offer any nutritional value
and is not proven safe. Epidemiological, clinical and laboratory studies link caffeine to heart disease,
pancreas cancer, bladder cancers, hypoglycemia and central anxious system disorders."The Truth About
Caffeine" exposes caffeine's darker side that scientists understand but that the beverage, confectionery and
pharmaceutical industries have tried to suppress.
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Important information abound! Helpful, researched, and technology based. I've never been a fan of caffeine,
this publication helped reaffirm that dislike. I gained’t sway anyone in this review, no need. This
publication will show you the real depths of the hole caffeine creates in you as a person. The great thing
about the book is that it creates one think about the risks one may be acquiring with one's health, explains
how much is too much at least at the high ends of utilization patterns the book even has some suggestions on
how to prevent using caffeine all together. Now I drink probably two cups a time and some iced tea. there is
nothing funny about the problems caffeine can cause so this book . it simply gives you the information to
convince yourself... This book is medium (ha coffee humor), you'll find nothing funny about the problems
caffeine can cause which means this book is a must for those who recognize their problem, curious or
simply in denial. You might be surprised what other products have caffeine or just too much caffeine. Great
cover but sub-par context and information I actually was disappointed with this reserve. First of all, it is 95%
focused on coffee rather than caffeine in general, only gently touches on tea or other sources of caffeine. It
was a difficult browse, the context and corporation has room for much improvement. Returned immediately
Educational about coffee and great read Great information about coffee. I had no idea that it caused all of the
problems that it causes. The minerals and vitamins that it pulls from your own body. The author has nicely
described the procedures through we are able to reduce taking caffeine. Stopped Drinking Coffee Many of
us neglect the effects of caffeine and what I like about this publication is that it tells us a few of the good and
but mostly poor that is included with living caffeine rich lifestyle. Guys you need to understand a simple
factor. Lots of references. I am going to ask him to learn this reserve. If you want a quick boost today you
have to pay a price later. Very great read. Interesting Read and Information on the Risks of Caffeine
Fascinating continue reading the dangers and challenges of the overuse of caffeine. Good information, not to
ignore . I am uncertain whether caffeine was being put into foods where you least anticipated it back the
day. For an interval of 1 . 5 years thereafter I totally abstained. When I started rules school during the night
while I was functioning regular and drive 120 miles a day time, I had to go back to drinking caffeine as I
possibly could not maintain sufficient concentrate in the night time classes without it. This book received’t
convince you to get off the caffeine train; I think that is where the difficult factor will come in when living
in the modern world, yes an excessive amount of caffeine can be bad for one's health, but with all the current
demands on our period it's hard to remain focused for enough time had a need to do what we need to do with
all the needs on our period. Get facts, correct knowledge, and a brief history that most don’t even know
about this medication, and yes After all drug. but with an excellent product routine(including magnesium) I
find I don't need or want the consequences of coffee. Interesting Insight Into Caffeine The author painted an
excellent picture about the effects caffeine has on the body. I got this reserve for my mum who has seven a
day time! Although I'm an enormous coffee drinker, I believe I might cut back some. Maybe use some decaf
coffee. Appreciated, but not a great book Let me keep clear on the difference between your value of the
author's message and on whether that is a good book. Yes, I value what the author has to say. As a
recovering caffein addict (only a few cups a day, nonetheless it was ruining my life), I was thankful for the
affinity she offered and confirmation that caffeine can affect some people severely, even if less therefore for
others. Whether you genuinely believe in the book or not, you ought to know the proceedings. Well, when
you have your coffee with sugars you commit a crime against yourself! caffeine kills your magnesium levels
opening the entranceway to hundreds of avoidable modern illnesses. And this would especially end up being
the case for doctors, who could be completely ignoring caffeine because the source of critical health issues
such as for example nerve or heart disease. The author relates a number of misdiagnosises in this area.The
largest problem is that the book is suffering from weak logic in many arguments it is making. Unfortunately,
at this time most studies cannot yet link caffeine as a direct CAUSE of problems, only a correlation.. Rather
than outright acknowledge that, the author sometimes reverts to cheap statements such as this snippet from
page 58 ("What is caffeine?"), "As with cocaine, heroin, and morphine, caffeine is white. . You can find



striking similarities between its make use of and how cigarette manufacturers spike tabacco with audictive
enhancers, nonetheless it was amazing this book did not pursue that much. The truth that we and our youth
are becoming fed a constant stream of this subversive drug is perhaps where in fact the real call to arms
should result from. I hope 1 day someone can pick up on that and make some transformation. Nothing more
than five. Dangerous of CaffeineThis book is normally straight to the point. I came across this useful and
enjoyed it. My husband has problems with sleeping and he beverages plenty of coffee. The data gained
provides helped me with my espresso addiction. Five Stars Good read! Five Stars Important read! I
personally developed a "panic attack" after drinking an excessive amount of coffee in the past in the mid
1980's and as a result chose to had stop drinking coffee and any beverage with caffeine in it.. Good
information..But simply because a book it was a challenging browse to stick to and after finishing it I was
disatisfied. Caffeine is a b****! I find the melatonin directly on. It’s simply simple logic. Caffeine will
provide you with an instant boost but simultaneously it will require everything back soon from your energy
tank! It seems sensible. Energy does not turn out from nothing. And nobody wants to age group quicker. The
same occurs with sugars. It's scope is usually laudable, trying to catalag a number of negative effects and
reference related research. I didn't realize how many foods and drinks out there make use of caffeine. I will
have her to watch Marina Kushner’s video too to give caffeine up forever. Well written and very concise.
This book might inspire that. very good knowledge and very well created. Wow! I bought this publication
with her companion book “Confessions of a Caffeine Addict” that was convincing and powerful. I am
striving to live a wholesome lifestyle and both books can help reinforce my reason to quit. very very good
book.... Besides caffeine it enters other Substances in the high energy beverages and why they are banned in
lots of places (most schools/Olympic occasions )or carry a you can limit warning (16 OZ) on monster drinks
in smarter locations like Australia. The book also enters accepted unsafe caffeine levels and how easy it is to
go beyond them with today's over consumption practices."I did appreciate the decision out about how
exactly caffeine is in thus many products. When working in my high pressure communications work I did so
this myself and often had a 24 ounce coffee at hand.. a must examine for some good book, good info.. I may
be paying for that now... Consequently its main utility may be for people to draw a connection they had not
really realized before between their personal maladies and their caffeine usage.. That is clearly a real
challenge for just about any author who is trying to sound an alarm about this, because it is not possible to
become definitive in your arguments. Whether you chose to give up caffeine is up to you, but I beleive we
should have knowledge of what the dangers are and suggestions on how to get off caffeine if one so chooses.
Books by Dr Blaylock (brain cosmetic surgeon) and Dr Carolyn Dean (also a nutritionist) are also great
places to find/confirm information about caffeine and what deficiencies it and related chemicals could cause
dumb or unknowing people who consume them.
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